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Our attendees, Please…


 

Remote attendees will only be able to hear the 
presentation and see the slides.



 

Set your cell phones and pagers to “vibrate”.


 

Rest rooms are outside, up the stairs and left 
of the coffee shop.



 

Questions for the presenters will be handled 
after each session.



 

All registered RBC attendees will automatically 
receive the survey via Email.



 

Respond to the electronic survey that will be 
sent to you after the event for your chance to 
win one of two sets of RBC glasses



 

If you have not pre-registered by accepting 
the conference invitation, please ensure your 
name is registered on the attendance sheet at 
the entrance. 

Complete the 
online 
survey and 
you could 
win!

Housekeeping
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Agenda

08:30 – 09:00 Refreshments

09:00 – 09:10 Opening Remarks
Jennifer McGarrity

RBC Insurance

09:10 – 09:55 Being over Doing Agile
Ken Collier 

ThoughtWorks

10:00 – 10:45 Are You Ready?  The Challenges of Agile Adoption
Peter Paul 

ESI International

10:50 – 11:50 Agile for “Special Projects”
Joe Justice 

WikiSpeed

11:50 – 12:00 Closing Remarks
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Jennifer McGarrity 

Director, Technology Enablement
RBC Insurance

Opening Remarks
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09:10 - 09:55

Ken Collier

ThoughtWorks
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Doing is not wrong…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effective practices matter
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…but Being will take you farther.

Agile is a behavior not a methodology

Core Values
Individuals and interactions

Working software
Customer collaboration
Responding to change

Guiding Principles
Early, continuous delivery of value
Welcome changing requirements

Working software is primary measure
Daily developer-customer collaboration

Self-organizing teams

…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agile is a style of working, not a methodology or process. Agile is founded on a shared set of core values including:
Individuals and interactions
Working software
Customer collaboration
Responding to change

Agile espouses a set of guiding principles including:
The early and continuous delivery of value
Welcoming changing requirements
Frequent delivery of a working system
Daily collaboration between developers and business experts
Self-organizing teams of experts
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Delivery 
Community 

Delivery 
Community

Customer 
Community 
Customer 

Community

Stakeholder 
Community 

Stakeholder 
Community

Agile is Everyone’s Concern

Product OwnerProduct Owner Agile PMAgile PM

Executive SponsorExecutive Sponsor
Operations 
Community 
Operations 
Community

Shared Services 
Community 

Shared Services 
Community

Real customer 
collaboration is essential

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Believing agile is just a project management thing.
Thinking agile is just a developer thing.

Customer Collaboration is Short-Circuited: One of the four agile core values is customer collaboration. Unfortunately, effective customer collaboration is hard. Our customers are busy and hard to pin down. They sometimes tell us things that don’t make sense or won’t work. Customer collaboration cuts into development time, so we create roles such as product owner or business analyst to be the “voice of the customer.” It’s easier to do this, but it’s almost never as effective as real customer collaboration. BI customers have interesting stories to tell, and when developers get to hear these stories first-hand, they get a more holistic understanding of the BI system they are building – and they build it better. Agile leaders insist on frequent collaboration between BI development teams and end users, and they enable effective collaboration between these groups.
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Agile is more than Scrum

Watch out for “Scrum but…”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Agile != Scrum
Cherry picking agile practices.
“Scrum but…”
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Adaptive Scoping

Scope

Schedule Budget

Time Boxed

Triangle
Iron

Triangle

Scope

Schedule Budget

Constraints

Estimates

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Iron Triangle Planning: Agile BI projects deserve sufficient planning, but agile plans are projections, not promises. Experienced managers sometimes have difficulty breaking the habit of expecting a fixed price, fixed scope, and fixed schedule project plan. An agile plan reflects the teams’ best projections based only on the information that is currently available. As requirements change and uncertainty is uncovered, those projections are likely to become obsolete. Agile managers anticipate and adapt to this.

Adapting to Change is Only Lip Service: Change is inevitable, especially in today’s climate. Unfortunately, embracing and adapting to change is not a normal part of human nature. We go to great lengths to control and limit changes. We establish change control boards and change management processes. Instead of controlling changes, these processes only made them more disruptive. Embracing change means seeking it out, inviting it in, and encouraging more of it to assure that we build the right solution for our customers. Agile managers are eager to add new requirements, eliminate unnecessary requirements, overhaul project plans, rearrange priorities, and even discard working BI features in order to respond to — and embrace — change.
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Motivational Leaders

From “Drive: The Surprising Truth About What Motivates Us”, Dan Pink

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Management Styles Don’t Change: The best agile BI teams are self-organizing, self-managing, and self-responsible. This doesn’t mean that the role of management is subverted — instead, it changes. Managers are enablers, decision makers, and facilitators. They work with development teams to remove barriers and protect the team from unwanted outside pressures. Agile managers are effective at replacing command and control leadership styles with more collaborative ones.

Autonomy: People want to have control over their work.
Mastery: People want to get better at what they do.
Purpose: People want to be part of something that is bigger than they are. 
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Balance Priorities

TomorrowTomorrow’’ss
CustomerCustomer

Quality

TodayToday’’ss
CustomerCustomer

Value

Constraints
ManagerManager
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Do Less!

Would you rather get 100% of the value for 100% of the 
cost or 80% of value for 50% of the cost?

Value

Cost

100%

100%

How often 
do you 
reward 

teams for 
delivering 

less?

The art of maximizing the amount of work not done.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not embracing adaptive scoping.
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You Get What You Measure



 
Burn down charts



 
Burn up charts



 
Defect rates



 
Test coverage



 
Code complexity

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Emphasis on Productivity: The promise of agile BI is the delivery of a high-value, high-quality working system, not increased productivity. Leaders who emphasize productivity are surprised when quality suffers and end users are unsatisfied with results. Yet, when developers are pressured to be more productive, they take shortcuts such as reduced testing and hurried workmanship. Conversely, when the emphasis is on high-value and high-quality BI features, user’s needs are often met after only 60 to 70 percent of the planned features are complete, effectively shortening the project cycle by shrinking the scope. Agile managers emphasize quality and value; they trust their teams to be productive.
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Capacity Based Planning

Over-commitment

Over-delivery

Sustainable Pace
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Celebrate Specialists, Encourage Generalists

E
xpertise

Poly-skills
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Cultivate Agile Mindsets
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Ken Collier
Director, Agile Analytics
ThoughtWorks Canada 
Corporation 
1 Yonge Street, Suite 1903 
Toronto, ON, Canada
M5E 1W7

Email: info-ca@thoughtworks.com 
Phone: 416 214 7737
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Are You Ready?  The Challenges of Agile Adoption

AgileAgile
SymposiumSymposium

2020
1313

a g i l e

Continuous Delivery Solutions

10:00 - 10:45

Peter Paul

ESI International
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Themes

© Copyright ESI International 2013

The Value of 
Agile

Transitioning 
to Agile

Challenges to 
Agile 

Adoption
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Agile Project Management

What do we mean when we refer to 
Agile project management?

 Emphasis on highly skilled developers with the ability to motivate 
themselves

 Customer involvement and participation as an integral part of the 
project effort, continuously available for review and consultation

 Change-readiness—the ability to create and respond to change

Iterative, incremental delivery of work products or prototypes 
(iteration or sprint)

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listed here are some of the key tenets of the agile approach.  

There is a focus on the skills of the team. 

Iterative, incremental delivery of the product within the project.

Continuous stakeholder participation.

And adaptability – embrace change!

Changing requirements are understood to be a given – this reinforces the importance of short iterations and need for constant customer involvement.  Thus the standard phasing of -  requirements – design – develop – test – still takes place , but in iterations rather than phases.

The point you want to drive home with your client in this slide is the following:  Agile methods combine all the elements of product development, such as requirements analysis, design, development, and testing except in brief iterations and not all at once. Each iteration delivers a working product or prototype, and the response to that product serves as crucial input into the succeeding iterations. 

A critical factor in agile is the assumption that changes, improvements, and additional features will be incorporated throughout the product development life cycle, and that change, rather than perceived as a failure is seen as an opportunity to improve the product and make it more fit for its use and business purpose.
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Strengths of Agile 
Development

Agile development—

1

2
3

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The strengths or if you prefer to call them benefits of agile that are listed here are in no particular order, however, we do see that most organizations today, tend to lean toward agile because they are looking for…

<<CLICK>>

  Innovation and creativity
  The quality of the product to be centered on the customer’s demand
  and time for evolving expectations and requirements

In a nutshell, the top 3 reasons why organizations want to adopt and focus on agile has to do with requirements development and accurate solution development that ultimately leads to market position.  
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When to Use Agile?

When your project…


 
Is innovative, experimental or has “never 
been done” by the organization


 
Has an actively engaged and available 
customer


 
Has a project team of highly skilled, 
motivated, and driven professionals 


 
Will have close collaboration and 
communication within the team and with 
the customer on a daily basis

Agile = YES

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the government project manger, this represents a key new role to participate in the pre-initiation phases of a proposed project – early decisions are needed regarding the appropriate approaches and methodologies for project planning and execution.

The strength of agile methods and approaches are uniquely suited for innovative, experimental, “never-been-done” (by the organization) projects and are probably not the best fit for well-documented, highly regulated projects. 

Since agile methods assume that customers can’t know what they want until they see a working example, the customer is clearly needed to be there to review the deliverables and provide feedback. The ultimate goal is to deeply integrate the customer into the process as a central member of the development team.
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When Not to Use Agile?



 
In industries in which formal change 
management processes and extensive 
documentation are required


 
For projects that have high regulatory 
compliance requirements


 
For project teams with novice team 
members in key roles


 
When customers/users have limited 
involvement 

Agile = NO

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Knowing when to use agile is key and when not to use agile is just as important. Remember, every project is not a candidate for an agile approach.  This is where our clients get tripped up when the want to implement agile.  They think it is all or nothing.

What the list shows, that when projects require strict structure and documentation guidelines, they are not a good candidate for agile.  Clients, who are especially behind in their compliance projects, tend to want to get those projects done fast, however, because there is such regulation involved it is not their best interest to use agile approaches.

So understanding the type of projects your clients are struggling with will help you know if agile is a good fit for them.

Watch for combinations of the situations listed – often a project can still be delivered using Agile under one circumstance, however it becomes impossible when more than one of the conditions listed above applies.

Give an example of a controlled/regulated project – Copenhagen Metro S/W and H/W control project. 
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Why Agile?



 
Agile approaches seek to deliver:

– The correct end result – Deliver the exact features and 
functionality that the customer expected.  The customer drives 
the iteration backlog and helps prioritize exactly which features 
are included in the end product.

– At the right cost – The cost the customer or key stakeholder 
believes is fair.  The budget is fixed, up front, by the customer.

– In the right time – When the customer wants it.  The schedule is 
fixed, up front, by the customer.

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When should one consider using Agile?
	There are few, if any, historical precedents to help estimate multiple tasks within the project, 
	complex projects,
	Projects that must deliver on time and on budget,
	Projects that may start with a clear end in mind without a clear path to get there
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Management Value of 
Migrating to Agile Methods

Adoption of agile methods will still achieve the same traditional results

© Copyright ESI International 2013
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5 Common Agile Myths

Agile projects can be done without a project manager.

MYTH 1MYTH 1

TRUTH

Agile projects can be completed more quickly with fewer resources.

It depends…

MYTH 2MYTH 2

TRUTH

Agile practitioners see requirements definition and design as “not adding customer 
value” and as “ceremony” to be avoided.
Requirements definition and management are extremely important as they define the 
success of each iteration.

MYTH 3MYTH 3

TRUTH

Agile practitioners do not plan or document their work.
Planning and estimating are needed in “rolling waves” with just enough documentation to 
meet customer expectations.

MYTH 4MYTH 4

TRUTH

Agile methods conflict with the PMBOK® Guide project management.
The PMBOK® areas are still applicable to each iteration and need to be planned and 
managed to stay on-spec, on-time, and on-budget.

MYTH 5MYTH 5

TRUTH The PM needs to be a facilitator, relying less on managing and more on leading.

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Practitioners of traditional project management and development disciplines often have been resistant to migrate to agile methods, because they were concerned about abandoning years of hard-won discipline and process.  This is where these myths were born.  Listed here are the top 5 common myths or misconceptions and their truths.  

What it boils down to is this, the myths or misconceptions concentrate on the execution of a project and that you have to give up the “best practices or industry standards” to get the job down.  They are myths because to execute on an agile approach, one still needs to use the best practices and industry standards of project delivery, but again, you would do it with a twist which we defined earlier that the twist is the work done iterations and constant and complete participation of all the team members. 
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Organizational Culture

Does your environment have more…

<<< Organization Enablers

than

Inhibitors >>>

© Copyright ESI International 2013
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Challenges to Agile Adoption

© Copyright ESI International 2013
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Management Challenges to 
Agile Adoption

C
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Remedies to the Challenges

© Copyright ESI International 2013
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Team Challenges to 
Agile Adoption

C
ha
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 to
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Remedies to the Challenges

© Copyright ESI International 2013
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Stakeholder Challenges to Agile 
Adoption

C
ha
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Remedies to the Challenges

© Copyright ESI International 2013
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Challenges Applying Agile in 
Regulated Environments

GAO, Effective Practices and Federal Challenges in Applying 
Agile Methods  (Washington, D.C.: July 2012). 

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In our discussions with government clients, these are the top 5 that are consistently cited as the greatest challenges to overcome.  The US Government Accountability Office (GAO) cited a number of reported challenges with these 5 representing the greatest challenges of all.
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Organizational Challenges of 
Agile Development  

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Listed here are the common weaknesses and challenges that an organization must recognize when considering agile methods.  A response plan for each of these challenges is imperative for a successful transition.  
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Elements for Agile Transition

Showing support 
and understanding 
the value of agile 

methods

Preparedness of 
the entire 

organization

Competency of 
agile methods for 

agile projects

Successful delivery 
of results through 
the application of 

agile methods

© Copyright ESI International 2013

Preparedness of 
the entire 

organization
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Peter Paul
Consultant
ESI International 
901 North Glebe Road 
Suite 200 
Arlington, VA 
22203 

Email: esi-info@esi-intl.com 
Phone: 703-558-3000 
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Agile for “Special Projects”
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10:50 – 11:50

Joe Justice

Team WikiSpeed
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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With Scrum teams and Radical Management.
WE USE: AGILE, LEAN, KANBAN, XP, AND XM.

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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EFFICIENCY

WE BUILD ULTRA-EFFICIENT, MODULAR CARS.

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED

CURRENT TESTED BEST:

69.01 MPG HIGHWAY
AND WE THINK WE CAN HIT 109MPG EPA
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EFFICIENCY

WE BUILD ULTRA-EFFICIENT, MODULAR CARS.

(Really we do all types of social good projects, but the 

ultra-efficient modular car is our best known)

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED

CURRENT TESTED BEST:

69.01 MPG HIGHWAY
AND WE THINK WE CAN HIT 109MPG EPA
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BACKLOG WITH EMBEDDED DEMO 

VIDEOS

www.Kerika.com/WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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Brazil, Canada, Canary Islands, China, France, Germany, Hungary, 

India, Indonesia, Ireland, Italy, New Zealand, Philippines, South 

Africa, Spain, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, United States, 

Vietnam. 

175 TEAM MEMBERS IN 20 COUNTRIES
August   2013
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2010
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2011
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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2012
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MODULARITY

Object Oriented Architecture:
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OOA

OBJECT ORIENTED 

ARCHITECTURE

Modularity

Design Patterns

re-use and inheritance
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2012 #Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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LOKCHEED MARTIN: 

BETHESDA, MD, USA
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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RED RIVER COLLEGE: 

WINNIPEG, CANADA
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RED RIVER COLLEGE: 

WINNIPEG, CANADA

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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TAIT RADIO: 

CHRISTCHURCH, NEW ZEALAND
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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THE TEAM LAUNCHED 

MONDAY, AND THE 

PROXY-CUSTOMER 

USED THE NEW 

PROTOTYPE FRIDAY
#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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JOHN DEERE: 

MOLINE,

IL, USA

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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AGILE, LEAN, KANBAN, 

SCRUM XP, XM AND 

RADICAL MANAGEMENT

IN ONE HOUR.

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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TECAN: 

MÄNNEDORF, SWITZERLAND

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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WIKISPEED - MICROHOUSE

1) Clean Bedroom

2) Clean Bathroom

3) Lockable Front Door

4) <$100 USD

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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RUN YOUR COMPANY THIS WAY:

WWW.SCRUMINC.COM

#Agile, #Scrum

@WIKISPEED
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Joe Justice
Founder & CEO
Team WikiSpeed 
21002 44th Ave. W. Lynnwood, 
WA, USA 
98036

Email: info@WIKISPEED.com
Phone: 425-312-3996  
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Thank You To Our Volunteers!

(alphabetically by surname)


 
Ovidiu Comaniciu


 
Cathryn Dao-Le


 
Luiz Estevo


 
Tim Hannan


 
Mingbo Jiao


 
Bilal Khan


 
Xiongwen Lu


 
Rosario Murillo


 
Jimmy Pimentel


 
John Thong


 
Vera Veljanov

RBC Agile
ConferenceRBC Agile
Conference

RBC AgileConference
RBC AgileConference
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Door Prizes
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Our Website
http://lil.devfg.rbc.com/lilurl/1sv

Our Email Address
AgileCOE@rbc.com

Thank You!

AgileAgile
SymposiumSymposium

2020
1313
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